
 

 
January 4, 2018 

Dear Friends of Rice Eclipse, 

 

Happy New Year! As we begin another exciting semester of student rocketry, please join us as we reflect back on 

2017 and our plans going forward for 2018. 

 

During the fall semester, Rice Eclipse grew from approximately 45 to over 70 active members. This has enabled us 

to take on more technically sophisticated projects and make meaningful strides in igniting a culture of aerospace 

enthusiasm at Rice.  

 

On the technical front, during the fall 2017 semester, we made progress both on our propulsion and our launch 

vehicle projects. The team’s largest accomplishment was the successful firing of our new Mk 1.1 hybrid rocket 

engine, a 50 lb thrust engine that builds off of the heritage of the Mk 1 engine. In addition to a ground up redesign 

of the engine, the system uses an improved vertical test stand and more sensors integrated throughout, allowing us 

to test experimental technologies and ultimately publish our findings for the broader aerospace community. 

 

The team has further expanded from being a propulsion-focused endeavor to also encompass more frequent flights. 

Members earned twelve more Level 1 and one more Level 2 individual certifications from the Tripoli Rocketry 

Association. The team also participated in the Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS) 

USRC, the first time Rice Eclipse has competed directly with other universities. 

 

In line with our team values, we have continued our team’s outreach activities to engage with the broader Houston 

community and promote STEM education. We helped run a rocketry day for Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts to launch 

rockets as well as presented at the Houston Maker Faire. 

 

Looking forward into the spring 2018 semester, we plan to continue our existing propulsion and flight vehicle 

endeavors. Now that base operational capability of the Mk 1.1 has been demonstrated, we intend to extend the burn 

time to 10 seconds and then integrate a thrust vector control (TVC) nozzle. 

 

The Mk 2 is Rice Eclipse’s larger, 800 lb thrust, flight-focused hybrid rocket engine that was first statically fired in 

April 2017. In order to increase the pace of qualification testing, the team has designed and begun construction of a 

new trailer-based test stand. Combined with nozzle upgrades, the team plans to test this engine for a second time in 

April 2018. 

 

We plan to continue our certifications initiative and use our growing institutional knowledge of flight dynamics to 

compete for our first time in the Spaceport America Cup in June 2018. We are currently conducting design trade 

studies and aim to begin prototype flights of our new rocket in February. 

 

We appreciate the generous support of our team’s sponsors, including Blue Origin, Commercial Spaceflight 

Federation, Da Vinci Maker Labs, MDA US Systems, Oshman Engineering Design Kitchen, Planetary Resources, 

Rice University, Rice Center for Engineering Leadership, Rice Engineering Alumni, SEDS USA, Texas Space 

Grant Consortium, and our many individual patrons. Their collective sponsorship makes these endeavors possible. 

Thank you! 

 

Ad astra, 

 
Samuel Zorek 

Rice Eclipse President 

http://eclipse.rice.edu/ 

sam.zorek@rice.edu 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hlGvtj92Ck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hlGvtj92Ck
https://www.facebook.com/RiceEclipse/posts/1588808271162113
https://www.facebook.com/RiceEclipse/photos/pcb.1576914149018192/1576910735685200/?type=3&theater
http://eclipse.rice.edu/photos-video-gallery/2017/6/28/mark-ii-test-fire
http://eclipse.rice.edu/
mailto:sam.zorek@rice.edu


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

SEDS USRC Rocket 

Mk 1.1 Hybrid Rocket Engine Test 

Cub and Boy Scouts Outreach Day Team on Mini Rockets Day 

November Level 1 Certification Launch 

Trailer Test Stand Design 


